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CHAPTER 1 

RTOS DRIVER IMPLEMENTATION 

INTRODUCTION 

In all real time computer control systems, the CPU reacts to input data from a real 
world environment and provides output data to correct or control the environment. 
The incoming data is normally the result of a process device interrupt or an input
output operation completion interrupt. In general these interrupts differ from one 
another only in the way in which they are serviced. 

When a Significant event occurs, a signal is transmitted to the computer as an 
interrupt requiring a special subroutine to take appropriate action. Interrupts are 
usually assigned in order of urgency or priority, so that if two interrupts occur at 
the same moment, the more important interrupt is serviced first by the computer. 

How well a computer is able to respond to interrupts generally determines the max
imum capability of the real time system. A significant element in the responsive 
ability of any real time system is the inclusion of a powerful and flexible multi
priority interrupt control program. 

This document outlines the methods of adding customer-assignable multi-priority 
servicing routines. These device drivers can be included as part of the resident 
R TOS operating system or they can be implemented as part of the user application 
program and attached to the interrupt dispatch program. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERRUPTS 

Interrupts can be generated by conditions internal to the computer hardware itself 
(power monitor option), or by events which originate in the plant or the environment 
that is being controlled (an external hardware interrupt like an analog-to-digital 
converter completion). 

Non-process interrupts may be caused by an error condition being detected, an interval 
timer run -down, an input-output (I/O) complete interrupt, etc. The I/O interrupt is 
characterized by the completion of an I/O device operation such as a paper tape or 
disk storage transfer function, which may involve the reading or writing of one . 
character or word in the case of program control or multiple words in the case of 
data channel operation. The concept of this type of interrupt is based on the impor
tance of keeping I/O devices active, thus improving job throughput. 

Process interrupts reflect process conditions which have been detected and which 
require an immediate change in program execution, such as may be caused by the 
closing of an electrical switch or contact, a rise in temperature above a prescribed 
limit, etc • 
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INTERRUPT PRIORITY SCHEME 

There are several ways in which priorities are determined for or assigned to 
devices on the I/O bus. An elementary priority is established by the hardware for 
devices that are requesting interrupts simultaneously: among those devices 
waiting with an active interrupt, the one which is physically closest to the proc
essor on the bus is at the highest priority. 

The most significant method is to specify which devices can interrupt a servicing 
routine currently in progress. This is done by using a 16-bit priority mask. Each 
device is wired to a particular bit of this mask word. 

By means of the mask word, the interrupt servicing program can inhibit specified 
levels of interrupts and thus establish any priority structure. The biggest 
advantage of this means of priority level control is a near optimum priority response. 
To guarantee minimum response time to an interrupt, the mask bit assigned to 
this device should not be set for long periods of time. Through the judicious use 
of masking, data channels can be kept functioning for the transmission of data into 
and out of core storage while process interrupts are prevented from occurring. 
The function of masking is used to delay recognition of an interrupt (the important 
fact is that the interrupt is not lost). 

The interrupt mask assignments for standard devices supplied by DGC are as 
follows: 

Mask 

3 
7 

10 
17 

617 
717 

1737 
1777 

Assigned Devices 

$TTO, $TTI, QTY (4060 multiplexor) 
$PTP 
$LPT 
$PLT, MCA (4038 multiprocessor communications 
adapter transmitter/receiver). 
moving head disk 
fixed head disk 
$PTR 
$CDR, magnetic tape, cassette 

Although slower devices are assigned to higher numbered bits in the mask, there is 
no established priority, since the program can use any mask configuration. All 
devices which have their mask bits set cannot cause an interrupt and are therefore 
regarded by the program as being of lower priority. 
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INTERRUPT PRIORITY SCHEME (Continued) 

An example of multi-level priority interrupt servicing is shown below for an 
environment including a Teletype®* ., line printer, and fixed head disk. 

Program Mask 

Fixed Head Disk Interrupt 717 

Plotter 17 

Teletype Interrupt 3 

Main Line User o 

INTERRUPT DISPATCH PROGRAM 

,...... At the precise moment an unmasked interrupt has been detected at the hardware 
level, the Interrupt Dispatch program (INTD) receives control to service the 
interrupt. The INTD program is assembled as an integral portion of the RTOS 
system and resides in core at all times. 

The INTD program is designed to do the following: 

• Identify the interrupting device 
• Save the machine status and all 

addressable registers 
• Set up the new priority mask 

• Direct control to the proper servicing 
routine 

• Restore the previous priority mask 
• Restore the machine status and reg

isters 
• Return to the interrupted program 

The INTD program directs control to the correct servicing routine by using the 
correct entry in the system Interrupt Branch Table (ITBL). The entry in this table 
is to a Device Control Table (DCT) associated with the servicing routine for the 
device. 

*Teletype is a registered trademark of Teletype Corporation, Skokie, Illinois. 
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DEVICE CONTROL TABLE (OCT) STRUCTURE 

Each device defined in the RTOS system must have the address of its DCT included 
in the interrupt branch table (ITBL) as explained in later sections. For interrupt 
servicing routines defined in the user's area, only the first three entries are 
needed. For a thorough understanding of DCTs, a complete OCT as used in an 
RTOS interrupt servicing routine is described. 

Word 0, DCTSV: Address of a seven-word interrupt state save area with the 
following structure: 

Word 0, IPCC PC and Carry 
Word i, lAC 0 ACO 
Word 2, lAC 1 ACI 
Word 3, lAC 2 AC2 
Word 4, lAC 3 AC3 
Word 5, ICMSK Current Hardware Mask 
Word 6, IRLOC Contents of system page zero temporary 

Word 1, DCTMS: Mask Word. Set a bit for every priority considered lower than 
the priority of this device. The devices corresponding to the 
priority bits that are left cleared will be permitted to interrupt 
the current device. * A complete list of system masks is 
provided in INTERRUPT PRIORITY SCHEME. 

Word 2, DCTIS: Address of the device interrupt service routine. 

Word 3, DCTCH: Device characteristic word. A list of device characteristics is 
given in the table below. 

MNEMONIC BIT MEANING 

DCCPO IBIS Device requiring leader/trailer 
DCCGN 1BI4 Device requiring tab simulation 
DCIDI 1B13 Buffered input device 
DCCNF 1B12 Device requiring form feed simulation 
DCTO 1B11 Teletype output device 
DCKEY IBI0 Keyboard input device (uncontrollable) 
DCNAF lB09 Device requiring 16 nulls after form feeds 
DCRAT IB08 Device requiring rubouts after tabs 
DCPCK IB07 Device requiring even parity check on input, even 

parity computation on output 

* All interrupts are disabled when the RTC is being serviced. 
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DEVICE CONTROL TABLE (DCT) STRUCTURE (Continued) 

MNEMONIC BIT 

DC LAC 1B06 
DCPFR 1B05 
DCFWD 1B04 
DCFFO 1B03 
DCLTU 1B02 
DCC80 1B01 

MEANING 

Device requiring line feeds after carriage returns 
Auto restart mode bit (internal to RTOS) 
Full word device (any size greater than a byte) 
Form feed sent on • OPEN 
Convert lower to upper case ASCII 
80 column device (suppress line output after 80 
columns) 

Word 4, DCTCD: Device Code. 

Word 5, DCTEX: Address of variable I/O instruction routine. 

Word 6, DCTDT: Address of the device command dispatch table. One entry for 
every RTOS I/O function. The table order must correspond 
exactly to the order of the functions given below. Each entry 
is an address to the routine implementing the named RTOS 
function. If the device does not permit a command, a -1 should 
be entered in place of the address. 

MNEMONIC DISPLACEMENT MEANING 

OF 0 Open a file 
CF 1 Close a file 
RS 2 Read Sequential 
RL 3 Read Line 
WS 4 W rite Sequential 
WL 5 Write Line 
RB 6 Read Block 
WB 7 Write Block 
OA 10 Open a file for appending 

Word 7, DCTST: Address of the device start routine. The Device Start Routine 
specification is as follows: 

Input device: 
Output device: 

Activate the device and return 
STOUT or address within the device handler; 
performs the eqUivalent of an interrupt 
service. 
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DEVICE CONTROL TABLE (DCT) STRUCTURE (Continued) 

Word 10, DCTIN: Device initialization routine. 

Word 11, DCTLK: Link to start of TCB queue competing for a device. 

Word 12, DCTTO: Timeout constant (none if zero). 

Word 13, DCTQL: Link in device request bead chain. 

(Word 13, DCTD2: First displacement of DCT for mag tape or cassette unit; 
see discription at end of this section. ) 

Word 14, DCTDP: Device byte data pointer. 

Word 15, DCTDC: Device byte count. 

Word 16, DCTQS: Bead status word (described in GENERALIZED I/O ROUTINES). 

Word 17, DCTBD: Bead address (i. e., the starting address of the bead, words 
13-16). 

Word 20, DCTQP: Request bead queue starting address (initially -1). 

Word 21, DCTOC: Characteristics of opened device. 

Word 22, DCTT1: First temporary for device control. 

Word 23, DCTT2: Second temporary for device control. 

Word 24, OCTCT: Current timeout count ( input device). 

(Word 24, DCTCC: Output device column counter.) 

Word 25, OCTPR: Echo device OCT pair pointer, TTl only. 

(Word 25, DCTLC: Output device line counter.) 

Word 26, DCTSC: Saved device request byte counter. When special characters 
not in the buffer must be generated (e. g., LF after CR), this 
word is used to save the current device byte counter so that 
this character can be generated and transmitted. 

Word 27, OCTGN: Character for generation (see word 26). 
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DE VICE CONTROL TABLE (OCT) STRUC'TURE (Continued) 

The following displacements, 13-28, are used with magnetic tape and cassette 
units using buffered I/O. 

Word 13, UNUM: Device unit number. 

Word 14, ADUCT: Base address of tape unit control table (UCT). 

Word 15, DADR: Base address of data area. 

Word 16, DCNT: Word or record count. 

Word 17, IOFRP: Pointer to I/O function routine for • MTDIO 

Word 18, CMDWD: Command word, ready for DOA. 

Word 19, TEMP: Temporary word used by RTOS. 

Word 20, OPRET: Temporary word used by RTOS. 

Word 21, • UCTX: Base address of currently initialized unit's UCT. 

Word 22, • ST: Address of "STATU" routine used to get magnetic tape unit 
status. 

Word 23, • ISSU: Address of "ISSUE" in module MTSER. 

Word 24, PFR: Bit 0 - flag set to 1 when unit is positioning for retry 
Bits 1-15 - Counter used in attempting to erase for write retry. 

Word 25; RTCTR: Write counter. 

Word 26, MODE: I/O mode word; Line::: 1, Sequential::: o. 

***** 
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CHAPTER 2 

OPERA TING SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVER IMPLEMENTATION 

GENERAL 

There are two major approaches to implementing a device handler in R TOS. The 
first, and probably the most commonly selected choice, is to minimize the interface 
between RTOS and the new driver by providing only a three-word DCT header and 
issuing RTOS system call. IDEF. This defines the device to be a special user 
device, and information in the three- word DCT permits the user service routine 
to obtain control from the interrupt dispatcher at the right times. 

The second choice is to integrate the new device handler into the main body of the 
operating system, thus taking advantage of the system's general purpose I/O 
facilities. This second choice requires a system level knowledge of RTOS. A 
driver implemented in this way will be able to use standard system calls, e. g. , 
• OPEN, • CLOSE, • RDS, etc. 

At key points in RTOS system call processing, the flow of control may be intercepted 
in order to make provision for new devices. In particular, the name of a file 
submitted as input to the. OPEN call must be interpreted by a routine which can 
derive a physical device location from the name of the device. Also a software 
channel to that device must be established for references in read/write calls. The 
system must be rescheduled at the initiation of an I/O transfer and again at its 
completion. The section which follows discusses the interactions between device 
handler and system at these times. 

GENERALIZED I/O ROUTINES 

The I/O module (GENIO) provides a number of useful, general purpose routines 
for handling byte I/O from any device, on input or output, using the program 
interrupt facility. Entry names of the appropriate I/O routines are placed in each 
device driver dispatch table as required (see Device Control Table Structure, 
word 6). GENIO also provides 3 routines used by RTOS to implement system 
calls .GCHAR, .PCHAR, and .RESET. These calls are discussed in the RTOS 
Reference Manual, 093-000056. 

No system buffering of data is performed* under RTOS. Instead, data is transferred 
between a device and a user area, with pointers and counters maintained to indicate 
the amount of data in the area and the current word input or output. A four-word 
bead is assigned to maintain status information and pointers for each user area. 

*Two exceptions to this rule are the $PTR and the $CDR. A lO-byte buffer is main
tained for the $PTR to prevent chatter, and an 80-word buffer is maintained for 
the $CDR to permit the transfer of all 80 columns from a card. 
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GENERALIZED I/O ROUTINES (Continued) 

While processing efficiency is gained by this direct transfer of data between pro
gram and device, the timing of device activity is more rigidly synchronized with 
the issuance of system calls. 

The following illustration is similar to its counterpart in RDOS. The primary 
difference between this illustration and that given for bead structure in RDOS is 
that the data area governed by an RDOS bead is actually a system buffer which 
resides in the device handler. By contrast, RTOS deals directly with the user area. 

An input device under RTOS inputs to the user area at interrupt time and an output 
device outputs from the user area at interrupt time. 

bytes already received 
DP~~ ____________________ ~ 

T'D} P 
DC 

~ ____________________ -J 

byte s not yet sent 

Input Devices Output Devices 

Pointer DP indicates the current slot in the user area which is targeted for storage 
or retrieval of data by the device. Counter DC indicates the number of slots in the 
area which remain to be processed. 

When DC becomes equal to zero, or when the completion of the request represented 
by a bead is otherwise indicated, the interrupt service routine checks to see if a 
user task needs to be readied. This is the ca se if a one is found in bit zero of the 
bead status word. Otherwise, bit 15 of the bead status word is set to one, indicating 
completion of I/O. In either case, the bead is removed from the queue. 

A virtually unlimited number of user areas can be appended to the first area, pro
viding the facility for unformatted stream I/O and substantially reducing system 
overhead. Nonetheless, current versions of RTOS employ no more than one bead 
outside the main DCT bead. The DCT bead itself is used for user task I/O. 
Additional I/O buffers are appended to the first buffer by linking or stringing 
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GENERALIZED I/O ROUTINES (Continued) 

additional beads to the first bead. Each bead has a link to the next bead in the 
string; the terminating bead has a -1 link. lOSER provides routines to add beads 
to a string. Beads are removed from the string when data transfers are complete. 

One bead consists of words 13 through 16 of the device's DCT. The structure of 
each bead is as follows: 

Displacement Mnemonic Contents 

0 RQLK Link Word 
1 RQPTR Byte Pointer (DP) 
2 RQCNT Byte Count (DC) 
3 RQST Bead Status Word 

Successive beads used by the system for purposes like echoing are linked to by 
previous bead links. The first bead in the string is pointed to by DCTQP of the 
devite 's DCT. 

Bit 0 of the bead status word is set to 1 if this bead is imbedded in the device's DCT 
(words 13 - 16). Bit 0 is reset if the bead is outside the device's DCT. The DCT 
bead is employed for user task I/O, and upon the successful emptying (or filling) 
of the data buffer, the task is readied and returned to the normal return of its 
system call. The non-DCT bead is used by RTOS for echoing data to the console. 
In the event that data is being written to $TTO and keyboard characters are also 
received, the keyboard characters are placed in a buffer whose bead is placed 
ahead of the $TTO DCT bead. 

Bit 1 of the bead status word is reset to 0 if the I/O operation requires byte calcula
tion to be transmitted in AC 1 (as in . WRL, . RDS etc.). Bit 1 is set to 1 if no 
byte calculation is to be performed and the task's original ACI is to be preserved. 
This occurs with such system cal1s as . OPEN (form feed or leader), . C LDSE 
(form feed or trailer), . PCHAR etc. 

The meaning of bit 15 depends upon the setting of bit 1. If bit 1 is set to 1, then 
bit 15 set to 1 indicates a line mode I/O operation, and bit 15 set to 0 indicates 
sequential I/O. If bit 1 is cleared, bit 15 set to 0 indicates the I/O request is not 
done, while bit 15 set to 1 indicates the I/O is complete. (The ENQUE routine, 
discussed later, clears bit 15 for all non-DCT beads. ) 
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GENERALIZED I/O ROUTINES (Continued) 

DCT 

BeadO 
DCTQP --.... LINK 

DPO 

STATUS 

DC 
1 

LINK -
DP1 

\ DC1 

STATUS 

{ 
r------

. . . • 
Bead 

n 
-1 

DPn 
DCn 

STATUS 

1'1- - - - -_. 

DCn< 

I 

1\ 

, 

A brief description of the major routines in GENIO follows. More detailed informa
tion can be obtained by reviewing the listing of GENIO. Before discussing specific 
I/O routines, the following observations must be made about all I/O routines whose 
entries are used in DCT device dispatch tables. 

System I/O routines are not called in the conventional sense. Rather, the names of 
those routines which are required by a device driver are inserted into the appropriate 
displacements of that driver's dispatch table. This table is a nine-word table with 
the following definitions: 

Displacement Mnemonic Command Function 

0 OF open a device 
1 CF close a device 
2 RS read sequentia I 
3 RL read line 
4 WS write sequentia I 
5 WL write line 
6 RB read block 
7 WB write block 
10 OA open a device for appending 
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GENERALIZED I/O ROUTINES (Continued) 

Control is passed by the system to the routine pointed to in the dispatch table at a 
time when, after having waited in a queue for a device, the calling task has 
exclusive access to the device. Execution takes place at base level in the system. 
That is, all interrupt levels are enabled and their .service has priority over these 
routines. As far as routines in the GENIO module are concerned, the device is 
idle and is awaiting the initiation of I/O. In actuality, the device may still be in 
operation, if it is one of those devices whose interrupt service routine provides 
its own buffering. 

The actual function of the •• RDS, •• RDL, •• WRS and •• WRL routines is to 
initiate an I/O transfer in the appropriate mode by constructing a bead and then by 
placing it in a device queue. If a device's characteristics word specifie s the need 
for special output (e. g., leader, trailer, etc.), the. CLSI and • CLSO routines 
initiate this I/O via beads. Read and write block entries are found in the disk DCTs 
for interrupt handling purposes and then issue the initial series of commands to the 
disk controller. If no I/O is initiated, the routines exit to the IOEND processor 
at base level; otherwise, control goes to the scheduler. 

Command functions which are to be unavailable to a device are indicated by the 
placing of a -1 in the appropriate tabl~ offset location. An attempt to perform 
this forbidden command function would result in error code ERICD (illegal 
command for device) being issued. It is conceivable that a special I/O function 
might need to be written (e.g., a special read line, RDL1) and that the entry for 
this routine might be inserted into the table (e. g., at displacement 3). Special 
considerations for the writing of such customized routines are given at the end of 
this section. Along with a description of each of the standard GENIO routines there 
is given a list of input which is provided by the system when each of these routines 
receives control. In some cases, not all of these inputs are utilized by the routines; 
the complete list does indicate, however, what inputs are available should a 
customized routine in this command table displacement be written. 

Open a Device (.OPNO, .OPNI) 

.OPNO is used to open output devices, while. OPN! is used to open input devices • 
• OPNO provides a form feed and outputs leader if required. These routines pre
sume that the DCT has provided space for all necessary I/O buffer information as 
well as the link to queued tasks awaiting I/O, the timeout constant, and temporaries 
for device control (words 11-20 and 22, 23 of DCT). 

System inputs: AC 1 - characteristic inhibit mask 
AC2 - OCT address 
AC3 - TCB address 
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Open a Device (.OPNO, • OPNI) (Continued) 

Calling sequence: Insert.OPNO (. OPNI) mnemonic into the device dispatch table, 
displacement OF. 

Close a Device (. CLSO, • CLSI) 

• CLSO closes an output device, and punches trailer if required. • CLSI clears the 
device and initializes the handler, and then resets the bead queue (by setting the 
bead queue pointer to -1). A special check is made for keyboard devices, which 
are not cleared, etc., since they might be in the process of echoing information. 
Both. C LSO and. CLSI branch to the I/O end processor (IOENO) at base level; this 
module will be described at the end of this section. 

System inputs: 

Calling sequence: 

AC2 - OCT address 
AC3 - TCB address 
(displacement TAC3 of TCB contains a pointer to the UFPT 
frame for the channel being closed) 

Insert. CLSO (. CLSI) mnemonic into the device dispatch 
table, displacement CF. 

Read Sequential ( •• ROS) 

This command function causes the device to be read, one byte at a time, until the 
byte count requested is satisfied. The data is not modified in any manner; this 
command is used for binary transfers. 

System inputs: 

Calling sequence: 

Read a Line ( •• ROL) 

ACO - destination byte pointer (byte address of area to 
receive the data) 

AC 1 - byte count 
AC2 - OCT address 
AC3 - TCB address 

Insert •• ROS mnemonic into the dispatch table, displacement 
RS. 

This routine is used to read ASCII data from a device and transmit this data to a 
user area. The transmission is terminated after detection of a carriage return, 
form feed, or null. All bytes are masked to seven bits. Line feeds are uncon
ditionally ignored. Checks of the device characteristics are made to determine 
whether to perform parity checks, whether the device is an 80-column device, etc. 
This interpretation of ASCII data is done by the interrupt service routine. 
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Read a Line ( •• RDL) (Continued) 

System inputs: 

Calling sequence: 

ACO - byte pointer to data area 
AC2 - OCT address 
AC3 - TCB address 

Insert mnemonic •• RDL into the device dispatch table, 
displacement RL. 

Write Sequential ( •• WRS) 

This routine outputs binary data in byte form from a user area to a device. The 
data is not altered in any manner. This mode is therefore the standard mode for 
binary output transfers. 

System inputs: 

Calling sequence: 

Write a Line ( •• WRL) 

ACO - byte pointer to data area 
AC 1 - byte count 
AC2 - OCT address 
AC3 - TCB address 

Insert mnemonic •• WRS into the device dispatch table, 
displacement WS. 

This routine transmits ASCII data to an output device and terminates transmission 
after sending either a carriage return or form feed. Termination also occurs upon 
detection of a null, but the null is not written. Interrupt service routines make 
checks of the device characteristics to determine whether to perform parity com
putation, tab simulation, etc. 

System inputs: 

Calling sequence: 

ACO - byte pOinter 
AC2 - OCT address 
AC3 - TCB address 

Insert mnemonic •• WRL into the device dispatch table, 
displacement W L. 

Read and Write Disk Blocks 

Displacements RB and WB in each device dispatch table are reserved for entries 
to disk read/write block routines. These routines are found within the disk 
drivers proper, not in GENIO. Input parameters provided by the system upon 
entry to these routines are as follows: 
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Read and Write Disk Blocks (Continued) 

ACO -
ACI -
AC2 -
AC3 -

Open a Device for Appending 

starting core address for the transfer 
starting re lative disk block number 
OCT address 
TCB address 

Since opening a device for appending is equivalent to simply opening the device, 
displacement OA in the device dispatch table is set with routine. OPNO for those 
devices which permit appending. 

Writing a Custom 1/0 Routine 

If the 1/0 routines described in this section are inadequate, special routines may be 
written and their entries can be inserted appropriately into a device dispatch table. 
Before this project is undertaken, detailed study of RTOS listings, especially 
SYSTEM, lOSER, and GENIO should be made. The following discussion is pre
sented as an introduction to such a study. 

The above discussions of GENIO routines indicate what inputs are provided by the 
system for each type of call. It remains to be seen how control exits from these 
routines, so that similar exits could be made from custom 1/0 routines. 

Exit from generalized routines occurs in one of two ways. depending upon whether 
or not the routines expect further interrupts to be generated. If further interrupts 
are anticipated. the following sequence occurs. First. the bead status word is set 
up. as are the byte pointer(DCTDP) and the byte count (DCmC); line mode opera-
tions set DCTDC to 077777. The bead address. DCTBD, is then loaded into ACl; 
the scheduler address SCHED is loaded into AC3 and interrupts are disabled. 
Control is then dispatched to ENQUE to enqueue a bead to the OCT, after which 
control is dispatched to the task scheduler. 

If further interrupts are not anticipated as the immediate consequence of the call. 
AC2 is set to the address of the OCT, and an unconditional transfer to • 10END is 
made. 

If no task is awaiting the use of this device, the current task is readied and return 
is made to the scheduler (SCHED) if • 10END was entered at base level. Otherwise, 
control goes to the interrupt dismissal routine (DISMISS). Rescheduling then occurs 
only if the system switch, . SYS. , indicates that RTOS is not in the system mode. 
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Writing a Custom I/O Routine (Continued) 

If another task is awaiting the use of this device, provision is made to start the de
vice again and to ready the current task; control then returns either to the scheduler 
or to the dismissal routine as described above. 

DISMISS, location 11, contains the address of an entry, DISN, in the interrupt dis
patch module INTO. This routine is entered with the device OCT address in AC2. 
The original hardware mask is restored. If dismissing to another interrupt servicing 
routine, interrupts are re-enabled and return is made to the interrupted routine. 
If dismissing to a user task, a rescheduling check is made. If no rescheduling is to 
occur, interrupts are re-enabled and return to the task is made. Otherwise, the 
state of the interrupted task is saved in its TCB and the scheduler is entered. 

Opening a User File 

The system call. OPEN uses the file name supplied as an argument to identify the 
device to which subsequent I/O operations will be directed. If channel-oriented 
I/O calls are to be usable with a new device, there must be a way for the . OPEN 
routine to trace each file name to the OCT for that device, e. g., $PTR for the pa per 
tape reader. A more complex file name construction is necessary if the device 
consists of multiple communication lines or circuits, channels or units, or if the 
device is a storage medium with compartmentalized data. 

Ouring the processing of a . OPEN call, a series of attempts is made to match the 
file name with entries in tables built at RTOSGEN time. Without modifying either 
the RTOSGEN program or the resident RTOS . OPEN logic, the user may add a 
routine to recognize file names for new devices. After the RTOS routine has tried 
and failed to recognize a file name, it will pass control to a user routine with the 
entry label. CKUS, -provided that such an entry was defined at relocatable load 
time. 

The . CKUS routine may then check for other forms of device specification and, if 
successful, locate the corresponding control blocks for opening the channel. Having 
opened the channel, the user returns control to entry . FOPN which finishes the 
. OPEN process. This includes calling the routine found in the dispatch table 
pointed to by displacement DCTDT of the OCT. 

When control arrives at • CKUS, AC3 contains a return address which is to be used 
only if the file name is not recognized. The system ensures that page zero location 
CTCB contains the address of the caller's TCB. Displacement TAC3 of the caller's 
TCB contains the address of a two-word block which must be set up to open the soft
ware channel. The. CKUS routine must place the appropriate OCT address in the 
first word of this pair. The second word of the pair is optionally available for a 
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Opening a User File (Continued) 

pointer to a control block for a unit, circuit, etc., within the device. This word 
pair is called a user file pointer table (UFPT) entry. On completion, if the file 
name was recognized, the. CKUS I'olltine must branch to entry. FOPN in RTOS 
with the OCT address in AC3. If the file name was not recognized, control must 
be returned to the address input in AC3 upon entry to • CKUS. This will cause re
jection of the file name and an error return for the caller (error code EROLE: 
non-existent file). 

I/O SERVICE MODULE (lOSER) 

The lOSER module is used by system drivers generally for byte-oriented devices. 
One use of lOSER is to execute certain types of I/O instructions; this permits the 
writing of reentrant drivers used by multiple devices (e. g., a multiple TTY system 
requiring only one TTY driver). Another use of lOSER is to provide common input/ 
output character device interrupt processing. lOSER also provides routines to 
place a bead at the end of a bead string, and to priority enqueue a bead at the head 
of the queue. 

The following list summarizes the entries in lOSER: 

Entry 

• CLOSE 
• STOU 
• ENQB 
• PENQ 
• FINP 

•• lAC 
• DIAS 
• DOAS 
• NIOC 
• NIOS 
• SKPB 

Use 

Common output interrupt service • 
Start an output device • 
Add a bead to the end of a string • 
Priority enqueue a bead at the head of a string • 
Common input interrupt service • 
OIAC instruction processor • 
OIAS instruction processor • 
DOAS instruction processor • 
NIOC instruction processor • 
NIOS instruction processor • 
SKPBZ instruction processor • 

Calls to any of the instruction processor entries cause that instruction to be built 
(for the specific device in question), stored in the driver's "execute I/O instruction" 
area (pointed to by DCTEX of the device's OCT), and executed. Control is then 
returned to the caller. Calls to the instruction processors are issued solely by 
the system; specific call types depend upon the entries selected in the device dis
patch table or in displacement DCTST of the Device Control Table. 
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Common Output Device Interrupt Service (. COSE, • STOU) 

• COSE clears a character device and then provides interrupt service for the device. 
• STOU provides the equivalent of interrupt service for the purpose of starting a 
device. Each routine can be called either by placing its mnemonic in word 2 
(OCTIS) of the DCT or by means of the following calling sequence: 

Input: 

Calling sequence: 

Function: 

AC2 - OCT address 
AC3 - return address 

• EXTN • COSE (. STOU) 
JSR @ COSE 
return to DISMISS 

COSE: • COSE (. STOU) 

Line mode editing is performed in accordance with the device's 
characteristic word, DCTCH, of its device control table. 
Specifically, the following functions can be performed: lower
case ASCII is converted to uppercase (DCLTU), tabs are 
simulated (DCCGN), a rubout is inserted after each tab 
(DCNAF), the line output is truncated by suppressing output 
after 80 columns (OCC80), and parity computation is performed 
(OCPCK). AG2 is preserved upon exit. 

Add a Bead to the String (. ENQB) 

• ENQB attaches a bead to a device. This bead becomes the last bead in the string, 
and is given a LINK of -1. • ENQB is called by means of the following calling 
sequence: 

Input: 

Calling sequence: 

Function: 

ACI - Bead address 
AC2 - OCT address 

.EXTN .ENQB 
JSR @ ENQ 
return 

ENQ: .ENQB 

The bead is attached to the device. The device is started if it 
was formerly idle. AC2 is restored upon exit. 
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Insert a Bead at the Start of a String (. PENQ) 

• PENQ attaches a bead to the front of the bead queue. This routine is used 
principally for echoing characters to an output device. • PENQ is called by means 
of the following calling sequence: 

Input: 

Calling sequence: 

Function: 

AC1 - Bead address 
AC2 - DCT address 

• EXTN .PENQ 
]SR @ PENQ 
return 

PENQ: .PENQ 

The DCT bead (with its associated buffer) is placed before all 
other beads in the string. AC2 remains unchanged upon exit. 

Common Input Device Interrupt Service (. FINP) 

• FINP provides interrupt service to input character devices. • FINP is called by 
means of the following calling sequence: 

Input: 

Calling sequence: 

Output: 

ACO - input character 
AC2 - DCT address 
AC3 - return address (DISMISS or IOEND) 

.EXTN .FINP 
]SR @ FINP 
return to DISMISS or IOEND 

FINP: .FINP 

For line mode transfers, a parity check is performed and the 
input character is examined to see if it is an end-of-file 
(CTRL Z); if so, the line is terminated without storing the 
CTRL Z. Exit character checks are then made, and if a 
rubout or \ is detected, either the last input character is 
deleted or the entire line is deleted. Line feeds are ignored. 
A check is made for carriage return, form feed, or null 
terminators. Non-keyboard devices cause rubout characters 
simply to be ignored. For sequential mode, the byte is stored 
in the device buffer, and the number of bytes transmitted is 
calculated and returned to the task AC 1. 
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Declaring the Device Name and DCT Address 

The names of user devices and the addresses of their DCTs are declared when the 
RTOS module, output by RTOSGEN, is created. Declaration of the DCT names of 
user devices is accomplished by responding in the affirmative to question 19 of 
RTOSGEN: "USER SUPPLIED DRIVERS?". By striking "1" on the console keyboard, 
you trigger the further pair of questions: 

DEVICE CODE? 
NAME? 

Respond with the octal device code for the first user device, and follow this with 
a carriage return. Then input a 3 a1phanumeric character name for the device, 
and follow this'with a carriage return. The pair of questions is repeated for more 
devices. Respond with a simple carriage return to the device code query to 
terminate this interrogation. As described in Appendix B of the RTOS Reference 
Manual, 093-000056, RTOS then outputs a complete list of system and user device 
codes, DCT names (which are simply the device names with a DC suffix), and 
device names. RTOS will place table entries for aU user devices into. ITBL; each 
table entry will contain the address of that device's DCT. 

Corresponding to the RTOSGEN declaration of user device names, each user device 
driver must have an entry with the same DCT name as that specified to RTOSGEN. 
That is, if the device name was specified to be ABC, the driver for this device 
must contain an entry to the device's DCT: • ENT ABCDC. 

High Priority Interrupt Devices 

High priority interrupt devices are devices which will receive interrupt service 
control before standard devices. System high priority devices are the real time 
clock and the power fail/auto restart option. Question 18 of RTOSGEN permits 
special user devices to a1so receive high priority interrupt service. 

In essence, the operation of the high priority interrupt dispatcher, . HINT, is as 
follows. Each high priority interrupt device is examined to see if it generated 
the interrupt. The power fail monitor is tested first, then the real time clock, 
and then each of the other user devices specified at RTOSGEN time in the order 
that they were specified during system generation. If the source of the interrupt is 
found, control is dispatched to its interrupt service routine; otherwise, control 
is given to the ordinary interrupt dispatcher. 
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High Priority Interrupt Devices (Continued) 

The name given in response to question 18 for each user high priority device with 
the suffix IS added becomes the name of the entry point to the service routine for 
each such device. Thus if the name given for one high priority user device was 
GHK, the entry point to this device's interrupt service routine would be GHKIS, 
and this address would have been entered in the service routine: • ENT GHKIS. 
For information describing the writing of high priority user interrupt service 
routines, see Chapter 3, HIGH PRIORITY INTERRUPT SERVICE. 

Loading a User Driver 

After specifying all user drivers at RTOSGEN time and assembling these drivers, 
,they may be loaded with user relocatable binaries and the RTOS libraries. Depend
ing upon the loader used, one of several relocatable load procedures can be 
followed. These procedures are described in Appendix B of the RTOS Reference 
Manual. In essence, RTOS. RB, user driver relocatable binaries, and 
the-user program binaries must be loaded before the RTOS libraries. Consult 
the R TOS Reference Manual for more details. 

R TOS System Library List 

The following list names and describes each of the library modules contained in the 
R TOS librarie s for revision 4. 00 of R TOS, run on both the NOVA and EC LIPSE 
computers. 

Relocatable Binary Title 

BFPKG 

TXMT 

TACALL 

TABOR 

TSKID 

TMIN 

TCBMON 

TUMOD 

TQTAS 

TIDSR 

F unction( s) 

Core Buffer I/O package (see 017-000003). 

• XMT, • REC, • XMTW, .IXMT lOgiC. 

• AKILL, • SUSP, • ASUSP, • ARDY logic. 

• ABORT logic. 

• IDST, • TIDS, • TIDR, • TIDK, • TIDP logic. 

System call set up logic for single task programs. 
Single task environment task scheduler. 

System call set up logic for multitask programs. 
Multitask 'environment task scheduler. 

• SMSK, • UCEX, • UPEX, • UIEX logic. 

• QTSK, • DQTSK logic. 

Additional support for. QTSK/. DQTSK. 
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R TOS System Library List (Continued) 

Relocatable Binary Title 

SYSTEM 

INfD 

RTIN 

IDEB 

TTY1D 

TTY2D 

TTYDR 

PTRID 

PTRDR 

PTPID 

PTPDR 

RTCDR 

CDRID 

CDRDR 

LPTID 

LPIDR 

PLTID 

Function(s) 

System call processor and error handler. End 
of I/O processor. 

Interrupt processor. Interrupt dispatching and 
dismissal. 

Initializes system device DCTs. Resets system 
state variables. Initializes TCB pool and chains. 
Branches to user starting address. 

RTOS debugger (see 093-000044). 

Second Teletype driver. 

Third Teletype driver. 

Teletype driver. 

. Second paper tape reader driver. 

Paper tape reader driver. 

Second paper tape punch driver. 

Paper tape punch driver. 

Time of day clock calls. Get RTC frequency. 
Set up user clock. Remove user clock. Clock 
delay system call. 

Second card reader driver. 

Card reader driver. 

Second line printer driver. 

Line printer driver. 

Second plotter driver. 
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RTOS System Library List (Continued) 

Relocatable Binary Title 

PLTDR 

QTYDR 

MCADR 

PWRDR 

GENIO 

-lOSER 

CNVRT 

DSKDR 

DKPDR 

MTUO through MTU7 

MTBUF 

MTADR 

MTSER 

SMTU 

CTUO through CTU7 

CASDR 

Function(s) 

Plotter driver. 

4060 data communications multiplexor. 

4038 multiprocessor communications adapter. 

Power monitor/automatic restart. 

Generalized routines corresponding to system 
I/O calls (except. RDB/. WRB). 

I/O serv,ice routines, mostly interrupt level. 

Hollerith card code to 7-bit ASCII converter. 

Fixed head disk drive for controller O. 

Moving head disk drive for controller O. 

Unit control tables (UCTs) and buffers for line 
and sequential I/O on magnetic tape units 0 
through 7. 

Read/write line/sequential I/O instruction 
support for magnetic tape and cassette units. 

Seven or nine-track magnetic tape device 
driver for controller O. 

Magnetic tape/cassette interrupt service 
module. 

Truncated magnetiC tape unit control tables for 
units MTO through MT7 employing non-buffered 
tape I/O. 

Unit control tables (UCTs) and buffers for line 
and sequential I/O on cassette units 0 through 
7. 

Cassette device driver for controller O. 
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PRACTICAL HINfS FOR SYSTEM DEVICE DRIVER IMPLEMENf AT ION 

Elements in I/O Routines 

The following illustration lists the RDL routine, found in GENIO, as an example 
of the required elements in an I/O routine • 

• EXTN .ENQB 
.ENf •• RDL 
; READ LINE SUBROUTINE 
; INPUT: ACO: BYTE POINfER 

AC2: DCT ADDRESS 
AC3: TCB ADDRESS 

RDL: LDA 1 LLIM 
MOVO 1 1 
]MP RDSO 

LLIM: 132 

RDSO: SUBCL 3 3 
ADDOR 3 3 

SBEAD: STA 0 DCTDP 
STA 1 DCTDC 2 
STA 3 DCTQS 2 
LDA 1 DCTBD 2 
LDA 3 SCHED 
INfDS 
]MP @ .ENQU 

• ENQU: • ENQB 

; PICK UP MAX BYTE COUNf 
; SET CARRY FOR ASCII LINE MODE 
; GO TO COMMON RDL/RDS CODE 

; LOAD CARRY 
; SET BIT 0 FOR MAIN BEAD 
; SET UP BEAD FOR REQUEST 
; SET REQUEST BYTE POINTER 
; SET REQUEST BYTE COUNT 
; SET BEAD STATIJS/MODE WORD 
; LOAD BEAD ADDRESS FOR 
; RETURN TO SCHEDULER 

; ENQUE THIS BEAD, STARTING 
; DEVICE IF NECESSARY. ENQUE 
; WILL TRANSFER TO SCHEDULER 
; WHICH WILL REENABLE INTERRUPT. 
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Examination of a System Device Driver 

This section is devoted to a line-by-line examination of an actual RIDS 
driver. the high speed paper tape punch driver (PTPDR). Also, to highlight their 
similarities, the second paper tape punch driver is also illustrated. 

Following are the first 10 lines of the RTOS paper tape punch driver: 

PTPOR MACRO REV 02 15:~':53 01/16174 

,REAL TIME OPERATING SVSTEM rRTOS) 

• TIlL PTPDR , RT~S PAPER TAPE PUNC~ DRIVER 

.EXTN .OPNO .eLSa •• WRS •• WRL 

.EXTN .STOIJ .NTOr. .COSf 
,COPIIMAN() E.NABL.E 

Entry PTPDC on line 6 defines the paper tape punch Device Control Table (DCT) 
starting address. • PPDT, • PPSV, • PPEX, and • PPIN define the punch dispatch table 
address, state save area, execute-I/O instruction routine, and punch initialization 
routine respectively. • PPDT, • PPSV, • PPEX and • PPIN are all ENTered so that the 
second paper tape punch driver, PTPID, may reference these entries. .OPNO, 
.CLSO, •• WRS, and •• WRL are externally referenced since they define the system 
I/O command types which can be issued to the punch. • STOU and • COSE, entries 
in lOSER, will be required to start the punch and provide output device interrupt 
service. 
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Examination of a System Device Driver (Continued) 
.NREIR 

i110!~fliVi ''''0I1?l~34 , 
Q!~~~ 1 '01?1~HH17 
t0~~\il2' 177777 
~1A1i1~3'\l,Jf;lI1701 

ll'I""IIH~4' ~011~ 13 
0P101?10'li100tll3P!' 
Q!~viVH}' vH.,v11i!43 , 
1{I~~(17'177777 
fl!1IlV110 , r;,tIlIfH",,3' 
(Io~~ 11 'vll~~(iH1Q1 
Ii!~Vl12' ~~~~\iI~ili1 

~(A013' IiH~\iI"'l(' 1 
[il~fd 14' 01'1~H~~ 1 
1l'lCl!01::; 'iII~l;HHi! 1 
vHH11 b' 1 Vl0Cl!0 rA 

"HHH7'fll0~~13' 
0vH'l2fll'177777 
(110i!j21 , \"OIi!)liHH 

0vh'22' ~rtH)H~"'2 
v·Cl\1i124' vl\f'i{(1vH14 

, PAPER TAPE PUNCH DEVICf CONTROL TAALE 

.PPSV J SAVE MACHINt ST~Tf 
MKPTP ,MASK 
.CaSE 'COM~ON OUTPUT INTEWRUPT 5ER~ 
nCRAT+Occpn+OCPCK+OCLAC+DCNAF ; CHARACTtRISTICS 
PTP 'DEVICE COOE 
.PPEX ;Ex~CUTE 
.ppnT , 015PATCH TAeL~ AOORtS5 
.5TOII J PUt-,ICH START R("lUTIN~ 
.PPIN 'DEVICE INIT 
~ 'TeB LINK 
~ 'TIMEOUT CMNSTANT 
.~LK 1 'BEAD: LINK 
.hLK 1 'DEVICE DATA ~YTE POINT~R 
.bLK 1 'n~VICE ~ATA COUNT 
lb~ :STATUS WORD • PRIMARY ~EA~ 
.-4 'BEAD ADDRESS 
-1 JDEVICE REQUEST CHAIN 
.eLK 1 'OPENED DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 
.BLK 2 'OEVICE TE~PS 
.BLK 4 'MISC. 

Relocatable locations 0 through 24. (lines 16-35) comprise the paper tape punch 
DCT. The indirect bit is set in the starting address of the DCT (line 15) to indicate 
that the punch is a system device having a more or less standard DCT. . PPSV is 
the start of the state save area (reserved later on). Word 1 (line 17) defines the 
paper tape interrupt mask. This mask, 7, prevents all devices with mask bit 
assignments 13 through 15 from interrupting the punch. Word 2 specifies that 
punch interrupt service is performed by • COSE, the common output interrupt 
routine. Word 3, the device characteristics word, specifies that the punch has 
the following characteristics: rubouts must be sent after tabs, the device requires 
leader and trailer, a parity computation is required, line feeds must be issued 
after carriage returns, and nulls must be sent after form feeds. PIP, word 4 
(line 20), defines the punch device code to be 13. 

Word 5 (line 21) defines the start of the punch I/O execution area. Thus when such 
instructions as "NIOS device"(see lOSER) are built for the punch, they are deposited 
in relative location 30 and control is then transferred to them. . PPDT, line 22, 
defines the start of the punch dispatch table. . STUU, line 23, is the entry in lOSER 
used to start the punch. • PPIN, line 24, is the address of the punch initialization 
routine (we will see that no initialization is really performed for the punch). 
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Examination of a System Device Driver (Continued) 

Word 11 is reserved for the link to the queue of tasks awaiting use of the punch. 
The zero in word 12 prevents monitoring of the device for timeouts. 

Words 13 through 16 reserve the first bead of the punch driver; bit zero of the 
status word is set to indicate that this is the primary bead. Word 17, line 31, 
is a pointer to the primary bead. Word 20 (line 32) points to the current bead in 
the queue. Word 21 contains the current device characteristics word (which will 
differ from word 3 if some device characteristics are suppressed upon being opened). 
Words 22 and 23 are used by the interrupt service routine. The last block of mis
cellaneous' temporaries is used for storing such variables as the output line count. 

3b 
37 (iHH'1 3 V1 , ~ [.II liH" rA t?I ,PPEX: 0 
36 Vl~1d31 f["!1I141!lrA ~'MP ~,3 
39 1!\003?"ilI(II1401 JlwtP 1 ,3 
40 
41 VJOI~33qH'114~0 .PPINI J~p ~ 3 

Location • PPEX receives I/O instructions built for the punch during the course of its 
operation. After receiving an instruction, . PPEX is called, the instruction is 
executed, and then control returns to the caller via word 31 or 32 (depending upon 
whether or not the instruction performed a skip) . 

. PPIN, the initialization routine, merely returns control to the caller. (There is no 
initialization necessary for the punch. ) 
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Examination of a System Device Driver (Continued) 

10002 PTPOR 
(.11 
~2 0~034'~~~0~7 .PPSV: IINTFPRUPT SFRVICE SAVE STATE 
l?I3 
"14 
~~ 

~6 

~7 
~8 

~9 

10 
11 
1~ 
13 
\4 
15 
lE-

, DEFINE THE PAPER TAPE PUNCH DISPATCH TABLE 

~"'043' 177777 
ii\0~44'177777 

00~4~'177777 
(:i\1'Ali'46't.,7777 
0L'1V147'177777 
"''''050'177777 
~0051'177777 
Ql0I052'177777 

.PPDTJ .OPNO 
.elsa 

-\ 
•• wRS 
•• wRL 
-1 
-1 
,('!PNf') 

,END 

PTP OPEN 
, PTP CLOSE 

: PTP WRITE SE:QUENTIAL 
PTP WI<ITE LtNt:. 

I PTP OPEN FOR APPENDING 

. PPSV defines the interrupt service state save area. . PPDT. the punch dispatch 
table. contains entries enabling the punch to be opened. closed. appended to and 
written to in both line and sequential modes. 

The cross index for PTPDR is given below: 

~Vd" 3 PTPDR 

PTPDe 1091(1100' EN 1/06 1/10 
.eLSD 0111011144' XN lIma 2/"''' 
,caSE 0I0Cl1~(}I2' 'iN t/0l9 111. 8 
.NIoe 177777 YN 1/{119 
.OPNn 01 1c'(}I1.iI 5:' , )eN 1 I (}I 8 2/{"b 211.4 
,PPDT o 171 I;H-' 43 , EN 1/016 1/22 2/t'16 
.PPE'i {II III OIl" 3 k'J ' EN 1/"'6 1/21 1/37 
.PPIN 01 VlOli.133, EN 1/1"6 1/24 1/41 
.PPSV {ihH'I~34 , EN 1/"16 tl16 2/012 
.STOll 00010017' ltN 1/09 1/23 
•• WPl 1110"':~~H~' XN 1/1('18 2/11 
•• w~S ~~(II047' 'iN 1/018 ?/t~ 
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Examination of a System Device Driver (Continued) 

As can be seen by an examination of the DCT for a second paper tape punch. this 
DCT uses entries. PPSV, . PPEX •. PPDT. and. PPIN defined earlier for the first 
punch. The device code for the second punch. word 4. is the onlyother difference 
between the first and second punch DCTs. Since the masks established for both 
punches are identical. one punch cannot interrupt the other and thus there is no 
conflict in their use of such portions of PTPDR as the state save area. 

PTPID MACRO ~EV ~2 15:03:29 ~1/16174 

,REAL TI~E OPERATING SVSTE~ (RTOS) 

.TITl PTPln 1 RTOS SECONn PAPER TAPE PU~CH DRIVER 

.ENT PTP1D 

.~VTN .pPSV .PPE~ ,PPDT ,PPI~ 

.EXTN .OPNO ,eLSa •• WRS •• WRL 

.EXT~ .STOU .~JOC .caSE 

J PAPER TAPE PUNCH DEVICE CONTROL TA8LE 

16 100"''''''''PTP1D='. 
\7 ~"'~~~'177777 .PPSV , SAVE MACHINE STAT~ 
18 ~"'~"'1'0"'0~~7 ~KPTP 'MASK 
19 V~~~2'177777 .C~SE :cnM~ON OUTPUT INTERRUPT 5ERVIC 
~0 ~"'0"'3'~~1701 nCRAT+DCCPO+DCPC~+OCLAC+nCNAF, CHARArTtRl~Ttc~ 
21 0~~04'~"'~~5~ PTPl 'DEVICE CODE 
22 ~~~~5'177777 .PPEX ,eXECUTE 
23 0A0B6'177777 .PPDT 1 DISPATCH TABLt ADDRESS 
24 ",0i:H,7'177777 .STOlJ , PUNC~ START ROUTINE 
25 V"'~1~'177777 .PPIN ;DEVICE INtT 
2 (; (A "'VI 1 1 , 0 (?! ?I ~ iii ~ '" . , T C B L I ,.11( 

27 e"'012'~0~~0A ~ 'TIMEOUT CONSTANT 
~ 8 ~ '" 'H 3 , ~, ~ 0 '" V' 1 • 8 L I( 1 HI E AD: l r N I< 
2Q 0A~14'~"'Ii\"''''1 .RLI< 1 'DEVICE DATA ~VTF POI~TfR 
3~ ~A~15'~~0P~1 .BLK 1 JDEVICE nATA COUNT 
31 PA~16'10~~~~ 180 ,STATUS WORD - PRIMARV ~EAO 
32 00017'~~A~13' .-4 'BEAD ADDRESS 
33 0~~20'177777 -1 fOFVICE REQUfST CHAt~ 
34 ~A~21'~~0P01 .bLK 1 ,QPENEn nEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 
~5 ~~~22'~A~A~2 .RlK 2 JD~Vlr.E TEMPS 
36 ~0~'4'~~~~~4 .Bl~ 4 :~ISC. 
;H 

***** 
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CHAPTER 3 

USER PROGRAM SERVICED INTERRUPTS 

SER VICING USER INTERRUPTS 

Special user devices may be identified either at the time an R TOS system is gener
ated (R TOSGEN time) or at run time. This chapter describes the procedure for 
identifying a user device at run time and for creating a user clock driven by the 
system real time clock. Considerations applying to high priority interrupt routines 
are given at the end of this chapter. The considerations given for identifying a 
user device are common to both single and multitask environments; the user clock 
facility may also be used in both task environments. 

Upon detection of an interrupt request. the system will be dispatched through the 
device interrupt vector table •. ITBL (see Chapter 1). In this table are pointers to 
Device Control Tables (DCTs) for devices established at RTOSGEN time. whether 
system or user devices. Chapter 1 describes the structure of system DCTs. 

User Device Driver Implementation at Run Time 

,,"" In order to identify a user device to the system at run time. the user must provide 
a three -word DCT as an interface between the system interrupt dispatch routine 
and the user-interrupt servicing routine. The structure and mnemonic assignments 
of this three-word table are as follows: 

Displacement 

o 
1 
2 

Mnemonic 

DCTSV 
DCTMS 
DCTIS 

Purpose 

Pointer to a 7 -word state save area. 
Interrupt service mask. 
Interrupt service routine address. 

DCTSV is a pointer to a seven-word state variable save area used by the system to 
save the PC, accumulators. carry, etc. of the interrupted task. DC TIS is a pointer 
to the routine which services this particular device interrupt. DCTMS is the 
interrupt mask * that the user wants to be ORed with the current interrupt mask 
while in the user interrupt service routine. This mask establishes which devices -
if any--will be able to interrupt the currently interrupting device. 

* See "How to Use the NOVA Computers", Section 2.4. 
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User Device Driver Implementation at Run Time (Continued) 

Upon transferring control to the user interrupt serv:ice routme, the system will 
ensure that AC3 contains the return address required for exit from the routine, 
and that AC2 contains the address of the DCT upon exit from the routine. fu 
revision 05 of R TOS, exit was accomplished by a jump to the return address 
specified by AC3 upon entry. fu subsequent releases of RTOS, task call. UIEX 
is issued. Rescheduling will occur immediately after the completion of interrupt 
dismissal. 

All multitask environment activity ceases at the moment that a user device interrupt 
is detected. Nonetheless, it is possible for a user to communicate a message to 
a task from a service routine. If the task in question has been expecting such a 
message through issuance of a . REC and is now in the sU3pended state, issuance 
of the message via. IXMT will cause that task to be readied even though multitask 
~ctivity is in abeyance. If no task has issued a • REC for such a message, • IXMT 
simply posts the message and takes no further action. For more information on 
communicating to tasks from a user interrupt service routine, see Chapter 3 of the 
RTOS Reference Manual, 093-000056. 

Identifying User Interrupt Devices (. IDEF) 

In order to introduce to the system those devices (not identified at RTOSGEN time) 
whose interrupts the system is to recognize, the system call. IDEF must be issued. 
This call places an entry in the device interrupt vector table, .ITBL. Required 
inputs to this call are the device code of the user device and the starting address 
of this device's DCT. The format of this call is: 

ACO 
ACl 

• SYSTM 
.IDEF 
error return 
normal return 

Possible error messages are: 

AC2 Mnemonic 

36 ERDNM 

45 ERIBS 

Device code of the user device. 
Starting address of the user device's DCT • 

Meaning 

Illegal device code (>778). Device code 778 is re
served for the power monitor/auto restart option. 
Interrupt device code in use. 
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Exit from a User Interrupt Routine.(. UIEX) 

Upon entering a user interrupt routine, AC3 will contain the address required for 
exit from the routine. In all versions of RTOS, exit may be accomplished by a 
jump to the return address specified by AC3 upon entry to the user routine. In 
revision 3.00 and later revisions, task call • UIEX can be issued to return from a 
user interrupt routine. 

The format of this call is: 

AC3 Return address • 

• UIEX 

Control returns to the location which was interrupted by the user device. No error 
return need be reserved. • UIEX can be issued in a single task environment. 

Remove User Interrupt Servicing Program (. IRMV) 

To prevent the system's recognition of user interrupts which have been previously 
identified by the. IDEF command, the .IRMV command is issued. Required input 
to this call is the user device code corresponding to the device control table which 
is to be removed. 

The format of this call is: 

ACO 

• SYSTM 
.IRMV 
error return 
normal return 

Device code • 

One possible error message may be given. 

AC2 Mnemonic 

36 ERDNM 

Meaning 

Illegal device code (>778) or attempt to remove 
a system device (i. e., one established at 
RTOSGEN time). 
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Modifying the Current Interrupt Mask (. SMSK) 

RTOS contains a task call which permits the current interrupt mask to be 
modified. When a user interrupt occurs, the interrupt service mask con
tained in DCTMS of the user device DCT is ORed with the current hardware 
mask. Nonetheless, it is possible to mOdify the current mask further by 
issuing task call. SMSK. The format of this call is as follows: 

ACI 

AC2 

.SMSK 
normal return 

New hardware mask to be ORed with the mask 
in effect before the current interrupt. 
DCT address 

There is no error return possible from this call. This call may be issued in a 
single task environment. 

WRITING USER POWER FAIL SERVICE 

RTOS provides software support for the power fail/automatic restart option. Upon 
detection of a power loss, the system transfers control to a power fail routine 
which saves the status of accumulators 0 through 3, the PC and Carry. 

When power is restored, if the console key is in the LOCK position, the message 

is output on the system console and the state variables are restored before control 
resumes operation at the point where it was interrupted. If the console key was in 
the ON position when input power failed, the user must set the console switches 
to all zeroes (down) and START must be pressed when power is restored. This 
causes the console message to be output and state variables to be restored as when 
the key is in the LOCK position. 

The following system devices are given power-up restart service by RTOS: 

paper tape readers/punches 
Teletypes 
quad multiplexors 
card readers 
line printers 
disks 
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WRITING USER POWER FAIL SERVICE (Continued) 

Character devices may lose one or more characters during power up. Each card 
reader may lose up to 80 columns of information on a single card. Line printers may 
lose up to a single line of information. Since power up service for disks includes 
a complete re-read or re-write of the current disk block, no disk information. is 
lost, although moving head disk units will require 30 to 40 seconds before disk 
operations can continue. Devices requiring operator intervention (like line printers, 
card readers, etc.) must receive such action if power was lost for an extended 
period of time. No power up service is provided for magnetic tape or cassette 
units. 

Power up service for special user devices (or for magnetic tape or cassette units) 
must be provided by the user via the system call. IDEF. The format of this call 
when used to identify user power up service is as follows: 

ACO 
ACI 

.SYSTM 

.IDEF 
error return 
normal return 

778 
Starting address of user power up service routine. 

The error return is never taken. 

Task call. UPEX is issued to provide exit from the user power-up routine. 

Exit from a Power Fail Service Routine (. UPEX) 

Task call. UPEX is issued to return from a user power-up service routine. The 
format of this call is: 

AC3 

• UPEX 

Return address specified in AC3 upon entry to 
routine • 
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Exit for a Power Fail Service Routine (. UPEX) (Continued) 

Control returns to the location which was interrupted by a power failure. No error 
return nor normal return need be reserved. . UPEX can be issued in a single task 
environment. 

USER PROGRAMMED CLOCK 

Two system commands, . DUCLK and • RUCLK, are available to permit the definition 
and removal of a user clock driven by the system's real time clock (RTC). This 
user clock interrupts multitask activity at user-definable intervals. When one of 
these interruptions occurs, control goes to a user-specified routine outside the 
current single or multitask environment. No task calls (other than • IXMT) may be 
issued from this interrupt servicing routine. 

Define a User Clock (. DUCLK) 

This command permits the definition of a user clock. When an interrupt is generated 
by this clock, the task scheduler and multitask environment--if any--are placed in 
suspension, and control goes to a user-specified routine. No system or task call 
(except.IXMT) may be issued from this user routine. The format of this call is: 

ACO 

ACI 

.SYSTM 

. DUCLK 
error return 
normal return 

Integer number of RTC cycles during each 
clock interval. 
Address of user routine to receive control. 

If the error return is taken, the following error code is issued: 

AC2 Mnemonic Meaning 

45 ERIBS A user clock already exists. 

Upon a user clock interrupt, AC3 will contain the address of the return upon entry 
to the user routine. Exit from the user clock routine is performed by issuing 
task call. UCEX. Rescheduling always occurs. 
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Exit from a User Clock Routine (. UCEX) 

The format of the. UCEX call is: 

ACI 
AC3 

.UCEX 

Zero only if rescheduling is to be suppressed. 
Return address uIX>u entry to the clock routine. 

Control returns to the point outside the user routine which was interrupted by the 
user clock. No errors are possible from this call. No error or normal return 
need be reserved. This call can be issued in a single task environment. 

Remove a User Clock (. RUCLK) 

This system command removes a previously defined user clock from the system. 
The format of this call is: 

. SYSTM 
• RUCLK 
error return 
normal return 

The error return must be reserved, but it is never taken. 

EXAMPLES OF USER SERVICED INTERRUPTS 

This section illustrates two implementations of user-written interrupt servicing 
programs for devices not incorporated into the system at RTOSGEN time. 

Analog to Digital Converter 

The first of the two illustration programs is an analog to digital converter driver, 
found on page 3-10. This driver consists of four subroutines which can be called 
from a user program, the interrupt servicing subroutine, and a Device Control 
Table. The following is a line by line analysis of the AID driver. 

Lines 6 - 11 show that the title of the driver is AIDEV, that four entry points exist 
for user access of this driver, and that the driver program is normal relocatable 
(i. e., that it does not use any page zero locations). Line 16 gives the address of 
the Device Control Table which is defined in lines 18 - 20. This is an abbreviated 
DCT as discussed earlier. 
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Analog to Digital Converter (Continued) 

The first location in the DCT (line 18) points to an 8-word state save area defined 
on line 30. The second entry in the table is the hardware mask that is set while the 
A/D interrupt is serviced. lBS indicates that all other devices can interrupt the 
A/D converter. The third and final entry in the OCT is the address of the interrupt 
servicing program, AINTS.AINTS is found on page 4 of the driver listing, and 
will be discussed later. 

Lines 25 - 29 contain additional variables and constants which are required wliile 
servicing requests to this handler. These values are, in order, the device code 
of the A/D converter, a busy/done status flag, pointers to the address and data 
tables, and the number of points to be read for this call. 

Page 2 Cs)f the driver listing illustrates two subroutiaes called by the user to attach 
(detach) the A/D converter interrupt servicing routine to (or from) the RTOS 
dispatch table, ITBL. The first routine, AIDEF, clears the ACTIV flag to indicate 
that there are no active requests in the handler for data. AIDEF then issues the 
system call. IDEE to define this handler and introduce it to RTOS. An error return 
could result if the A/D converter device code (21S) already was assigned to some 
other device. This would happen if a second call to AIDEF were issued without 
any intervening call to AICLR. AICLR removes the A/D routine from the RTOS 
dispatch vector table. 

Page 3 of the driver listing contains two subroutines, the analog read random routine 
(AIRDR) and the read request routine (AICHK). The first of these routines, AIRDR, 
is called with AC2 containing the address of a control table. This table is described 
on page 1 of the listing (lines 34 - 50). This subroutine first checks whether the 
device is currently active on another request by testing the ACTIV flag defined 
earlier (page 1, line 26). If the handler is already active, an error return is made 
to the user. If the handler is not active, the ACTIV flag is set and the request is 
initiated. The address of the control table is saved in the active switch and the num
ber of points to be read is moved into the handler from the table. Since this routine 
performs reads of analog inputs, two tables must be provided by the user. One 
table must contain the input point addresses to be read, and the other table (of equal 
or greater size) is used to store the analog input readings. The addresses of these 
two tables is given in the control table. Before returning control back to the caller, 
the address of the first point is fetched, sent to the converter, and the converter 
is started. 

The fourth subroutine, AICHK, is used to check the status of a call made to the 
converter. There are two returns to the caller: busy and call completed. 
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Analog to Digital Converter (Continued) 

Page 4 of the driver listing contains the interrupt service routine, AINTS. This 
routine is entered from the RTOS interrupt dispatch program with AC2 containing the 
address of the A/D converter DCT and AC3 containing the address of the RTOS 
interrupt dismissal program. AINTS reads the new converted value, saves it in the 
user-supplied data buffer, and then checks to see if there are additional points to be 
read. If there are, it initiates the next conversion. If this was the last point to be 
read, AINTS sets the status of the request to indicate that the call is completed 
and the handler is available for the next user request. 
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001 V' 1 
"'1 

"'8:44112 08/01/73 

t'lI2 
"'3 
(U 

"'5 

1 A~ALnG TO OIGITAL CONvERTER OEVICE DRIVER 
, ---.----_._----.-.. -._ .. -.. -------------, --._----------_._._--.-.----------_._----

.TITl AIOEV 

~ENT Ar~EF,ArCLR,AIROR,AItHK 
.I::)(TIII .U1EX 

, OEvICE cnNTRnL1A8LE LAVOUT 

, ---------------------------
~~~"'~'~~0~~1'ADOCT: 1J50CT J ADORESS OF Aoev nCT 

~r"Vl'" 1 '0I001Pl t 1 '\lSnCT: AYSAVE , INTERRUPT ~TATF. SAVE AREA 
(H'I"''''2' rM'~2\-1V' 1~F3 , MASK wORn 
iWV.Ii':-' (lI?lCH~63' A PJTS , INTERRUPT QOllTINE AODRfSS 

r AOOITlnNAL VARJARLES FOR AoeV HANDLER 

, -------------------------------------
L~~~~4' v'~f)l1'll21 OCOOF: AlieV , DfVICE CODE OF AID CONVERTER 
i~f?I?I"'5' OI(}!c~~r~r ACTlv: '" 

, STATUS FLAG 
(A"'~~f5' ~"':''''~!''I OAPTR: '" , DATA AnDRESS ARRAV POINTER 
}!1iI~r;t7''''~I?IP~~ rWPTR: I?I , DATA VALliE ARRAY pnINTER 
~iHI\;i\ 1 V" 91CHllf?lf/(?I f)TC~JT: ", , OATA COUNT STORAGE 

,.~~("t 1 '(·"".H"l~ AISI\VF:: .BLK 11- , STATE SAVE AREA 

, i.ISf:R COt.JTPOL TABU: LAVQUT 

, ---------.----------------

"rlIi?!iJ\li'rA .OUSP. 
fi'()I::lI~!;-\ 1 .OUSR 
~~ff.C1'iil? liD"!;!:? 
0 0!lit!'lf'3 .DUSP 

~TAT=~ 

ATPTP-t 
VTPTlh2 

NPT_3 

~TATIJS FLAG 
~ • CALL cnMPLETEn ~UCCES~FULLV 

-vE = R~QUEST BEING p~orE~SEn 

AnORF.SS TABLE POINTER 

nATA STO~AGE TABLE POINTER 

NUMBFR OF POI~TS TO RE ~EAn 
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till 
~2 

til 3 
\U 

~5 
tlI'i 

011 
018 
1'10 
UJ 
U 
t~ 
13 
14 
15 
1/1; 
t.1 
1A 
19 
20'1 
~1 

~2 
~3 
?4 
'5 
26 

" ,8 

!'I!"''''21 'I"'!54P116 
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r INITIALIZE T~E A/O MANDLER 
, --.-----------_.-._-_.-.--
, CALLING S~~UENCE: 
, JSR AlnEF 
, cE~R"~ ~ETURN> ,DEVICE CODE IN USE ALREAOY 
, <NOR~AL RFTURN~ 

AIOEF: STA ~ USP , SAVE RETUR~J AOORESS 
~1J8 01 ~ r SET ROUTINE NOT eUsv 
STA 01 ACTIV 
LOA '" nCnnE r GET OEVICE CODE 
LOA 1 AI')OCT , GET nCT AOORESS 
.SVSTM , ATTACH TO RT05 INTER~UPT SYSTEM 
.tOEF 
J,.,.p 0 J , ERROR RETURN 
.'~P 1 3 , NURMAL ~ETIJ~N 

, DETACM THE IN1E~RUPT SERVICING ROUTINE 
, ---------------.-._._.-.-----------.-. 
, CALLI~G SEQUENCE: 
r JSP AICL~ 
, <NORMAL ~ETURN~ 

,9 ~P~3"~541?!1~ AICLQ: 
~()! CHII Q! 33 'r.120'751 

STA ;., USP 
~['lA (II !)COOE 
.8V$T"" 
.IRMV 

, SAVE RF.:TtJ~N Ann~ESS 

:\1 r.,rAV'34 ' ~~6tl117 J OET.C~ FRO~ Rons INTERRUPR SYSTEM 
32 iAOI~3~)I ii'21'" 1 01 
~3 ~~Vl36' Ci''lI14~H'' JP"P ~ :3 
~4 r.~t'lI(iII~7' r"'~ 141'11'" J/'IiP ClI 3 r NOR""AL RETURN 
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1 "'~f':\ A ![JEV 
(.11 
A2 
~~ 

~4 

'-'5 
~6 
1A1 
~8 
i/!!,) 

1 iJt 
11 
12 
\ ~, 
t4 
15 
16 
17 
1~ 
19 
~rJ\ 

21 
'2 
23 
24 
,:5 
26 
21 
28 
,y 
/;};~ 

~1 
~2 

~3 
;,. 
~~ 
36 
37 
3f\ 
39 
4{" 
41 
.2 .;, 
41.4 
45 
46 
~7 

VI(I!~ 4~' CI. 2C11 7 45 
'i1P~41' t!i\l~''''1 
0P,042'r~A14~~ 
lil(il 1;\ 43 't15~7 42 
~W(JI44' t~2 HHA3 
;'flI~A45' L1! oir,JI 7 43 
"H~I" 4t;t A21 Wt11 
CAiJ\~47'(,"4Q\137 

(~"'(}J!5~' 1i'21 ~"'''~ 
l~O\fA51''''4tA736 
~~V1fi152' 1 01 21i1rJ1 !'I 
.~JlOI~~~ '1.1I41(}!ti'iP 
IIli1fiJ5"fil2:2"P' 
~1')I0!-;5'~fiilt2t 
1:~QI~lIIb' (ilr" 14lt'l1 

(1'1 01 V' 57 '~21 0I~0 
vtI'JlI,Hjf)' t tIl)'P~4 
f.iI~~61 'P!(~14C"1\ 

l.,"'~62' UtA 1'1111 
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, ------.... -._._----_._._-----
, I~PL'TI 

, AC~.CONTR[,\l TA"LE AOI)F<ESR 

, CALLING 5EUENCE: 
, JSR AIROR • 
r cEPRn~ ~ETlIR~> , HMJl)LER AL'fE iOV ACT IVE 
J 'cNOR~AL RFTUAN> 

AI~ORI LOA 0 ACTIV , PICKUP STATUS FLAG 
MOV ~ 0 57R J CHECK 1T 
JMP " 3 , ALREADY ACTIVE··ERROR RETURN 
STA 2 ACTIV J SAVE cnNTRf"IL blOCk ADuRESS 
LOA ~ NPT 2 , Gt:T # POINTS '0 BE READ 
STA ~ DTCt-.JT , SAVE AS OATA C!'lUNT 
LOA rl' ATPTR ~ , GET STARTING AODRE~S 0"" POINT ADORE SSt:. 
~TA 01 'HPTR , SAVE. POINT AO()~ESS TABl.E 
LnA ~ VTPTF.i , r GET VALliE STORAGf TABl.E ADORESS 
STA OJ "VPTR , SAVE FOR STOR1NG VALUES 
AOC 0\ 0 , SET RErWF:ST ACTIVE STATUS 
STA 01 STAT 2 
LOA til IInAPTj; • Gf::T FIRST POINT ADDRESS 
"OAS 0 Ancv , START UP CONVE~SrON 
.I~P t 3 • T '!(E, ~ORMAL RETURN 

, AMA\.."G INPIIT RIE'AD REQllf.ST CI-IEtt< SU8ROUTINE 

, .-~--.. ----------------.. ----.~---.------. 
r I~PLlTI 

J AC2.CONTROL TABl.E ADO~ESS 

, CALLING 5F.DUENCEI 
, JS~ AICI-IK 
r cBIISV RETllR~> 

, <CO~PLETED ~ETU~N> 

AICHI(I LOA '" MO~ 0 
JMP PI 
JMP 1 

STAT 
91 SZR 
:5 
3 

2 , GET CALL STATuS 

• Hf~UEST REING PROCESSED 
, CALL CO~PL.ETED 
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17 ~~CJ!7~ '177777 
1 Ii 
19 11(J1073'("'~7p 
,~ 1~ril74''''''1!713 
21 ''1'" Vl7 ~ , Cil2 2 7 11 
'2 '!\"'("7~' (:\61' 2' 
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: ANALOG TI"1 DIGITAL C(J"JYERTER HITEQRIIPT c:,IOIITINE , ---------.-----------._.-._------------------
INPUT: 

, AC~.I)CT ADDRESS 
1 AC3=Ifl.iTE,.,RIIPT Ol~MISSAL ROUTINE AOORESS 

APITS: nIce 1/1 ADeV 
~lA ~ 'QVPT~ 
f')S7 DTCNT 
JMP AIMOR~ 

SUR en O! 

STA t-I 'ACTIV 
ST' CII ACTIV 
• U tr::)( 

AIMORE: rsz I)AI='TR 
lSZ DVPTR 
LDA 01 dIIDAPTR 
ODAS QI Aoev 

READ VALUE--CLEAR CONvERTER DONE 
SAV~ ~£~LY REA" ~ATA VA~UE 

• OErREM~NT DATA C"UNTER 
, ~ORE Tn COME 
1 Q~~UEST CO~PLETE 
1 StT USER D~N~ FLAG 

SET CONVERTER NO~-BUSY 
DIS~ISS THE INTERRUPT 

INCREME~T AOD~ESS POINTER 
, " DATA TARLE POINTER 
r SETUP NEXT enNVE'RstON 
, START IT 

'3 "''''r.J;77 '~[jI~·0!7~' .UIEX , OI~~TS~ THE INTERRUPT 
24 
?!!> • E' ~~ ,., 

PI"'fII5 A!nEv 

"CTIV "'o! t'\;;1~ 5 ' 112(; 2/12 3/15 ~/le 4/15 4/H; 
ADnCT !'!IiJI!lI~[?I(~ , 1/ t 6 2/14 
AICHK V'pl'lr-1~7 ' EN 1/~A ~/44 

At CL~ ~9\!"f"~2 ' EN 1/~8 ?1?9 
4InEF ~0C11Vi21' Ell; l/r;,e '"0 
AP10R iIIQ\A~73' 4/13 4/19 
AINT~ ~~0!()I"3 ' 1/2~ 4/t~ 

AIRiH~ ~~"'C'l40' EN "",8 3/15 
AlSAY !7ICi'~L~'l' 1/18 1 131 
r'.IAPTR I"ItII"'~H"6 , 1127 3/22 3/'7 4/19 4/21 
DCO!)F P"'0!~'(il4 , 1/25 2/13 2/3111 
InC"lT ~P:rA'" 1 c· , 1/~9 3/2~ 4/12 
nVPTR ~CA(i'I~~7' 1/26 3/24 4/11 4/201 
USDCT (lI1t.WP0I1 ' 1/ 16 1/18 
.UIEX iii Ii'lIi'I C'I 77 , )IN tiP! Q 41 \7 4/23 
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External Interrupt Recognition 

The driver program given at the end of this section illustrates an interrupt servicing 
routine which readies a user task as a result of an external interrupt. This program 
illustrates a type 4066 digital interface device driver. 

Page 1 of the listing is almost identical in form to the first page of the AID driver 
listing discussed earlier. The only difference is in the variables and storage 
required by the digital interface. Here, the user must supply the address of a 
communications core location. When a call is made to attach the interrupt routine 
address to the RTOS dispatch table (page 2 of the listing), ACO must contain the 
communications core location address. After attaching the interrupt to the RTOS 
dispatch vector table, the initialiZation routine arms the digital interface so that it 
can cause an interrupt. 

When the external interrupt occurs, control is dispatched to the digital interface 
servicing routine, starting on line 38 of page 2. After the service routine gains 
control, it reads a sixteen-bit digital register provided by the interface. If the 
register's contents is non-zero, the contents are transmitted to a user task using 
the task call. IXMT; after this, the interrupt is dismissed. If the register's contents 
is zero, the interrupt is simply dismissed. Upon dismissal of the interrupt, the 
system re-arms the digital interface interrupts • 

. A practical example of the use of such a scheme would be servicing of an 
operator's console. Such a console would generate an external interrupt indicating 
that the operator desires some form of action by the computer; the sixteen-bit register 
contents (selected by the console operator) would indicate exactly the type of action 
desired. 
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1~~1 "IOFV MACQ~ REV ~2.e.21 
~t 

---------------------.-.-.. ----------.----------------------------.-------------------
.TTTL DlnFV 

.fNT I"IIOfF,DIClR 

.EXTN .J),I"T .Ulf:.X 

r DEVICE CODE ~EFINITJnN 

DEVICE CI1NTJ.(nL TABLE L~V"IIT 

J ---------------------------
1.9 
'·)\:H·l)~"'fA'j\~t;.ti"~, 'nIOCT: 'JSOCT 
?1 
:?:? ~'?I~r~1 'f)\~I'lIO';_,d'IjSncT: nI~AVE 

23 ~P~~2'~~~A~~ 1~7 

~4 ~~~~3'~~~~36' nI~T~ 

~5 

, AD~RFSS OF nto ~CT 

, H'Tt:.QRIIPT ~TATE SAvE AREA 
, INTfRRtJPT MASI( 
, I"';TE~RUPT ROIJTTNE A[)ORES5 

?,6 

", 
~R 

AODITI"~AL VARTA~LES AND STORA~E ~SEO ~v HAN~LE~ 

-----------------------.------------------------
"9 ~~0nA'000~lP ~ISAVt: .Bl~ 1~ 

3~ ~'~14'~A0~42 nCODE: oro 
31 :;\~(II1!'i"~~-1~,·'C1 nlClHq ~ 
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, STATE SAVE AREA 
, OEvICE cnOE 
, C(lMI"'IINICATTONS ADnRE:.SS 



10~02 DlnEV 
~1 

~"2 
en 
"4 
~5 

~6 
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, IN!TIALI1E THE DIGITAL INTERFACE 

, --------------------------------

.SVSTM 

.IOF-F 
Jr-1P III ~ 

"IIOS DID 
JMP 1 :3 

ATTACH TO qrns INTE~RUPT SYSTEM 

EIo'ROR RETIH~N 

r ARM THF ExTE~NAL INTERRUPT 
, NOR~Al RETU"''''' 

DETACH THE r~TrpRGPT SERVICING ~OUTINE & CLEAR OEVICF 
--... ------._----------_.-.-------------------.------
CAL L t~.r. Sfr.lIJENCE: 

, JS~ OlCLR 
< "J 0 ~ ~ A L RET U ~ ~J ,. 

?~ 1~A~71~~4~1~ nYCLR: 
~ ~ ,1 ? ttl :'I (i I 0, ~ 17: ~ tI ~ 

~TA 3 U~p 
~Jl"C Dro 
LDA ~ nCODE 
.S"~TM 

.T~""V 

, CL~AR DIO nEVICE 
~ 1 .~ ill c .. ~'5 1 '~2 i/o 7 f; ~ 
3~ '~r~V'32'!",l)IjI;!'l!1.' 

'3'~~~!iI~~' I'" 1" t I'iI 
-3 4,' r~ ~ 3.el , t;~!11 1 ~!;' (;' 
35 :w(tl1!POlOl\tt~!)I ,,, 
:'H 

J~P ~ 3 : NORMAL RF.'TII~N 

J",P fi' 3 , II II 

''i 
'''' d.) , --------------------------------------------

!~PuT: AC~=OCT A"G~ESS til 
d'- AC3.INT~~RUPT nlSMISSAL ADDqFSS 
4,~ 

A4 A~0~6'A~4~d? nrNTS: 
4::'1~(JO~7 I 1 ::»~(?!(1f'i 
" (; ." \?! 1,1 4 f\ , P ~1 1 .tl :~ V 
H 
4~ ·~r:,'·41 'r~54;11~ 

d~ F.:~1i\t12 I ItJ1;'>~;ll.' 

, i~ 1;1\ ;'.'1 4 ~ , fA d 2 7 ~ 2 
~ 1 ; r, ,1 4 4 ' ('\ :? "' 7 ~ 1 
~2 ,\1,,(' 45' 177777 
~,~ ,I r,\ (. 4" I (1 r. '" 4 I;' , 

~ -1 1 i" \' 47 ' ~ ~ 4 .II ~. , 
,;, <I" r, ., (. I 1 7 7 7 7 7 
'5h 
~ 7 .,' I'" " ., 1 I r:, vi '" r;' !I r, 

r-!" 

nIA~ t 1)1(1 
~lC V 1 t ~ t-IR 
JI'I~ r:o ~ 

~TA :.~ ('JIS~'IS<; 
SuP (7; ~ 

,t:;T A ~ .QIrr.~ 

LPA ~ D!I"'OM 

.r"·~T 
J""p .+1 
LDA ~ nJ~"'ISs 
.t!Tf){ 

J QEAO 1~ AIT ~F.~ISTE~ 
, VALUE ZE~n ? 
, VfS--Qr5~ISS INTFR~UPT 

N~--SAVE nrSMIssAL ROUTI~E ADDRESS 
ClF.AR SIr.~AL AnD~EsR 

: GET SIGNAL ADDRESS 
1 W A K t: UP II 5 F: R T A S I( ... 

, RfSTORE AC3 FQ~ EXIt 
: OIS~ISS TH~ INTERRUPT 
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P-\'1I:1.3 o Tl'lFV 

"COrJf r-1l7,tI!p 14 ' 1.13~ 2/14 2/~1 
OICI .• P. '~"1V'i~7 , f .N , 1(1:9 ~/29 
OICll~1 flIl7.r~~l~' '131 "'''3 2/5\11 2/~1 
''lInCT (l!~filV-~'/ , , 12~~ P/l~ 
~1{)EF r"'~(IIllI \ 6 ' EI'o, 1/(!!9 ~112 
I' {t-ITS ~f,A"'v>~6' 1/24 2/44 
I)lSAV ii'lv,t'!!i'tf-'4 , '/22 1/29 
1)15:-11 r;1!'Jj ~I (i\!'i 1 ' 2/48 ~/54 2/57 
"SOCT ~"'!'II~'~ 1 ' 1/:?V 11'2 
.I)t·~T IA(/'r~IJ,45' YII! lit 1 '/52 
.UIF:v 1i'!;'I(1I~~q,' ~OJ til ,. 2/55 

HIGH PRIORITY INTERRUPT SERVICE 

As described in the R TOS Reference Manual, special high priority interrupt devices 
may be incorporated into an R TOS system at R TOSGEN time. The real time clock 
and power fail/auto restart device are two such high priority interrupt devices; 
users may also specify custom high priority interrupt service routines. 

All high priority devices have entries in a high priority interrupt dispatch table • 
. HINT. Entries in this table are scanned whenever an interrupt occurs. and only 
if no high priority device has caused an interrupt will control branch through the 
normal interrupt table. . ITBL. All other system devices, and user devices 
announced at run time (via system call . IDE F). have entries in . ITBL . 

Interrupts are disabled whenever high priority interrupt service is being performed. 
Users writing high priority interrupt service routines must also conform to several 
programming conventions. In general, these conventions are as follows: 

1) Issue no task or system calls. 
2) Save and restore accumulators and Carry. 
3) Save the contents of location 0, and place a HALT instruction in 

location 0 (optional). 

The state of Carry and the contents of accumulators ACO through AC2 must be 
saved within the routine. and these state variables must be restored before leaving 
the routine. AC3 is saved by the system in location • SAC3 (a location within module 
INTD). and AC3 too must be restored before exit is accomplished even if the 
routine didn't use AC3. The contents of location 0 will contain the return address 
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HIGH PRIORITY INTERRUPT SERVICE (Continued) 

needed for exit; this address should be stored in a user-provided location, e.g., 
RE T, and a ~ instruction should be stored in location 0. This practice is 
adhered to by R TOS to capture program control in the event of system failure. 

The final two instructions which must be executed when leaving a high priority 
interrupt service routine are to enable interrupts and then to perform an indirect 
IMP to the location containing the original return PC, e. g., RET. Control will 
then pass to the next instruction which would have been executed had no high 
priority interrupt occurred. The following instruction sequence accomplishes 
these operations • 

SAC3: 
RET: 

• EXTN .SAC3 

LDA 3 @ SAC3 
INTEN 
JMP@ RET 
.SAC3 
.BLK 1 
• END 

; RESTORE ACO, AC1, AC2, CARRY 

***** 
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_____________________________________________________________________ No. ________________ __ 

We wrote the book for you, and naturally we had to make certain assumptions about who you are and how you 
would use it. Your comments will help us correct our assumptions and improve our manuals. Please take a few 
minutes to respond. 

If you have any comments on the software itself. please contact your Data General representative. If you wish to 
order manuals. consult the Publications Catalog (012-330). 

Senior System Analyst 
Analyst/Programmer 

Operator 

(List in order: 1 = Primary use) 

Introduction to the product 
Reference 
Tutorial Text 

Other ____________________________________ __ 
Operating Guide 

What programming language(s) do you use? 

Somewhat 
D 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

Is the manual easy to read? 
Is it easy to understand? 
Is the topic order easy to follow? 
Is the technical information accurate? 
Can you easily find what you want? 
Do the illustrations help you? 
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